WINTER CLOTHING RENTAL SIZING INFORMATION + Q & A.
Sizing: North American/US
Parkas: The majority of our parka rentals are Canada Goose Brand, please check out the Relaxed Fit
sizing chart here. We also carry Outdoor Survival Canada (OSC) Parkas in inventory that are very
comparable in warmth to the Canada Goose brand and are excellent.
Boots: Most of our rental boots are Sorel brand and the sizing chart is here. Please note that boots
come in full sizes only. If you take a half size, please round up to the next full size. We also have Baffin
brand boots as well.
Snow pants: We carry a few different brands: Misty Mountain, Choko and GKS and Helly Hansen.
Unfortunately, we don’t have a quick reference sizing chart for these companies.
RECOMMENDATIONS: You want to have room to move freely without restriction. We recommend allowing
enough room for a warm thermal layer or two underneath your parka & snow pants. This will allow for
extra insulation/warmth and minimize potential of splitting/ripping if clothing is too tight.

Q&A
Q. How do I choose the right size of winter clothing?
Select the size you normally wear. If you wear a medium jacket, then order the same size parka, the
same general theory applies for all of the articles of clothing. For example. If you wear a small glove,
then choose a small mitt.
Q. What do I wear under the Parka and snow pants?
We recommend you dress in layers. Wear a long sleeved woolen undershirt and warm sweater or fleece
under your parka; we suggest you wear long woolen tights/leggings/underwear or similar garment
under the snow pants as well.
What do I do if I'm still not sure sure what size to select?
You can always provide us with your basic measurements and we see about selecting the best fit for
you.
Please note sizes/brands may be substituted if first option is not available.
Other Recommendations: Keep extra warm by using Little Hottie (chemical) hand and toe warmers!
Depending on when you visit and your tolerance to cold, these little packages provide additional warmth
and are active for 6-10 hours; they help keep you warm especially in extreme cold conditions or if you
are standing outside viewing the aurora, ice fishing or taking photos. We happen to sell them too, so if
you want some with your clothing rental order please let us know. Cost $4.00/per package of 2.
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